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Abstract

Selecting a good model of a set of input points by cross validation is a computationally

intensive process, especially if the number of possible models or the number of training points is

high. Techniques such as gradient descent are helpful in searching through the space of models,

but problems such as local minima, and more importantly, lack of a distance metric between

various models reduce the applicability of these search methods. Hoe�ding Races is a technique

for �nding a good model for the data by quickly discarding bad models, and concentrating

the computational e�ort at di�erentiating between the better ones. This paper focuses on the

special case of leave-one-out cross validation applied to memory-based learning algorithms, but

we also argue that it is applicable to any class of model selection problems.

1 Introduction

Model selection addresses \high level" decisions about how best to tune learning algorithm archi-

tectures for particular tasks. Such decisions include which function approximator to use, how to

trade smoothness for goodness of �t and which features are relevant. The problem of automatically

selecting a good model has been variously described as �tting a curve, learning a function, or trying

to predict future instances of the problem. One can think of this as a search through the space of

possible models with some criterion of \goodness" such as prediction accuracy, complexity of the
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model, or smoothness. In this paper, this criterion will be prediction accuracy. Let us examine two

common ways of measuring accuracy : using a test set and leave-one-out cross validation [Wahba

and Wold, 1975].

� The test set method arbitrarily divides the data into a training set and a test set. The

learner is trained on the training set, and is then queried with just the input vectors of the

test set. The error for a particular point is the di�erence between the learner's prediction

and the actual output vector.

� Leave-one-out cross validation trains the learner N times (where N is the number of

points), each time omitting a di�erent point. We attempt to predict each omitted point. The

error for a particular point is the di�erence between the learner's prediction and the actual

output vector.

The total error of either method is computed by averaging all the error instances.

The obvious method of searching through a space of models, the brute force approach, �nds

the accuracy of every model and picks the best one. The time to �nd the accuracy (error rate) of

a particular model is proportional to the size of the test set jTEST j, or the size of the training set

in the case of cross validation. Suppose that the model space is discretized into a �nite number of

models jMODELSj | then the amount of work required is O(jMODELSj � jTEST j), which is

expensive.

A popular way of dealing with this problem is gradient descent. This method can be applied

to �nd the parameters (or weights) of a model. However, it cannot be used to �nd the structure

(or architecture) of the model. There are two reasons for this. First, we have empirically noted

many occasions on which the search space is peppered with local minima (Figure 1). Second, at

the highest level we are selecting from a set of entirely distinct models, with no numeric parameters

over which to hill-climb. For example, is a neural net with 100 hidden units closer to a neural

net with 50 hiden units or to a memory-based model which uses 3 nearest neighbors? There is no

viable answer to this question since we cannot impose a viable metric on this model space.

The algorithm we describe in this paper, Hoe�ding Races, combines the robustness of brute force

and the computational feasibility of hill climbing. We instantiated the algorithm by specifying the

set of models to be memory-based algorithms [Stan�ll andWaltz, 1986, Atkeson and Reinkensmeyer,

1989, Moore, 1992] and the method of �nding the error to be leave-one-out cross validation. We

will discuss how to extend the algorithm to any set of models and to the test set method in the

full paper. We chose memory-based algorithms since they go hand in hand with cross validation.

Training is very cheap - simply keep all the points in memory, and all the algorithms of the various
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Figure 1: A space of models consisting of

local-weighted-regression models with di�er-

ent numbers of nearest neighbors used. The

global minimum is at one-nearest-neighbor,

but a gradient descent algorithm would get

stuck in local minima unless it happened to

start in in a model where k < 4.

models can use the same memory. Finding the leave-one-out cross validation error at a point is

cheap as making a prediction: simply \cover up" that point in memory, then predict its value using

the current model. For a discussion of how to generate various memory-based models, see [Moore

et al., 1992].

2 Hoe�ding Races

The algorithm was inspired by ideas from [Haussler, 1992] and [Kaelbling, 1990] and a similar idea

appears in [Greiner and Jurisica, 1992]. It derives its name from Hoe�ding's formula [Hoe�ding,

1963], which concerns our con�dence in the sample mean of n independently drawn points x1; :::; xn.

The probability of the true mean Etrue being more than epsilon far away from the estimated mean

Eest =
1
n

P
1�i�n xi after n independently drawn points is bounded by:

Pr(jEtrue �Eestj > �) < 2e�2n�2=B2

where B bounds the possible spread of point values.

We would like to say that with con�dence 1 � �, our estimate of the mean is within � of the

true mean; or in other words, Pr(jEtrue�Eestj > �) < �. Combining the two equations and solving
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Figure 2: An example where the best upper bound of learning box #2 eliminates learning boxes

#1 and #5. The size of � varies since each learning box has its own upper bound on its error range,

B.

for � gives us a bound on how close the estimated mean is to the true mean after n points with

con�dence 1� �:

� =
q

B2 log(2=�)
2n

The algorithm starts with a collection of learning boxes. We call each model a learning box

since we are treating the models as if they were black boxes. We are not looking at how complex

or time-consuming each prediction is, just at the input and output of the box. Associated with

each learning box are two pieces of information: a current estimate of its error rate and the number

of points it has been tested upon so far. The algorithm also starts with a test set of size N . For

leave-one-out cross validation, the test set is simply the training set.

At each point in the algorithm, we randomly select a point from the test set. We compute the

error at that point for all learning boxes, and update each learning box's estimate of its own total

error rate. In addition, we use Hoe�ding's bound to calculate how close the current estimate is to

the true error for each learning box. We then eliminate those learning boxes whose best possible

error (their lower bound) is still greater than the worst error of the best learning box (its upper

bound); see Figure 2. The intervals get smaller as more points are tested, thereby \racing" the
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Problem Description

ROBOT 10 input attributes, 5 outputs. Given an initial and a �nal description of

a robot arm, learn the control needed in order to make the robot perform

devil-sticking [Schaal and Atkeson, 1993].

PROTEIN 3 inputs, output is a classi�cation into one of three classes. This is the famous

protein secondary structure database, with some preprocessing [Zhang et al.,

1992].

ENERGY Given solar radiation sensing, predict the cooling load for a building. This

is taken from the Building Energy Predictor Shootout.

POWER Market data for electricity generation pricing period class for the new United

Kingdom Power Market.

POOL The visually perceived mapping from pool table con�gurations to shot out-

come for two-ball collisions [Moore, 1992].

DISCONT An arti�cially constructed set of points with many discontinuities. Local

models should outperform global ones.

Table 1: Test problems

good learning boxes, and eliminating the bad ones.

We repeat the algorithm until we are left with just one learning box, or until we run out of

points. The algorithm can also be stopped once � has reached a certain threshhold. The algorithm

returns a set of learning boxes whose error rates are insigni�cantly (to within �) di�erent after N

test points.

3 Results

We ran Hoe�ding Races on a wide variety of learning and prediction problems. Table 1 describes

the problems, and Table 2 summarizes the results and compares them to brute force search.

For Table 2, all of the experiments were run using � = :01. The initial set of possible models was

constructed from various memory based algorithms: combinations of di�erent numbers of nearest

neighbors, di�erent smoothing kernels, and locally constant vs. locally weighted regression. We

compare the algorithms relative to the number of queries made, where a query is one learning box

�nding its error at one point. The brute force method makes jTEST j � jLEARNING BOXESj
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Problem # points
Initial #

learning boxes

# queries with

Brute Force

# queries with

Hoe�ding

Races

# learning

boxes left

ROBOT 972 95 92340 15637 6

PROTEIN 4965 95 471675 349405 60

ENERGY 2444 189 461916 121400 40

POWER 210 95 19950 13119 48

POOL 259 95 24605 22095 75

DISCONT 500 95 47500 25144 29

Table 2: Results of Brute Force vs. Hoe�ding Races.

queries. Hoe�ding Races eliminates bad learning boxes quickly, so it should make fewer queries.

4 Discussion

Hoe�ding Races never does worse than brute force. It is least e�ective when all models perform

equally well. For example, in the POOL problem, where there were 75 learning boxes left at the

end of the race, the number of queries is only slightly smaller for Hoe�ding Races than for brute

force. In the ROBOT problem, where there were only 6 learning boxes left, a signi�cant reduction

in the number of queries can be seen. Therefore, Hoe�ding Races is most e�ective when there exists

a subset of clear winners within the initial set of models. We can then search over a very broad set

of models without much concern about the computational expense of a large initial set. Figure 3

demonstrates this. In all the cases we have tested, the learning box chosen by brute force is also

contained by the set returned from Hoe�ding Races. Therefore, there is no loss of performance

accuracy.

The results described here show the performance improvement with relatively small problems.

Preliminary results indicate that performance improvements will increase as the problems scale up.

In other words, as the number of test points and the number of learning boxes increase, the ratio

of the number of queries made by brute force to the number of queries made by Hoe�ding Races

becomes larger. However, the cost of each query then becomes the main computational expense.
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